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Keep the same role structure today as you had last class (manager, recorder, spokesperson,
encourager – if you are in 5-person group, let the encourager be the person who did not have a
role last time)
-------------------------------------Task 1:
Tie up loose ends. Some groups have data to graph. Some groups have experiments to finish.
Please get this done as efficiently as you can. Your folder has your recorder reports from
Tuesday, with a few comments.
HOLD OFF on discussing Question #8 (below) from Task 2 (Mar 10). We will do this all together.
8)

Task 2

Try to write a little mathematical equation that expresses this energy idea in terms of
the information on the graph. [It may be easier to figure this out by using the direct
mixing experimental data. And to look at the equal-volume condition first. Then
consider the non-equal volume condition.] Your equation should make sense in terms
of your model that you described in #5.

Discussion of Count Rumford and Joule readings

Manager should inform me when you start this. Allow up to 12 minutes to address all the
questions. Notes onto a fresh recorder report.
Once everyone has completed Tasks 1 and 2, we will have a research conference on our past
several days of experiments. Your spokesperson should be prepared to describe what it is you
have done and your interpretations of your data.

Task 3

If you complete Task 2 and are waiting, I have something for you.
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Rumford and Joule, Chem 444A, Fire and Ice, CB
Guiding Questions for reading.

Rumford on “Source of Heat Excited by Friction”
1.

What in general was B Thompson (Count Rumford) attempting to figure out?

2.

He did several experiments, and uses several arguments to make his case. What are the
arguments and where are they in the document?

3.

What is he saying on page 98 and 99 top and why?

4.

What does Rumford claim heat is? What does he suggest he doesn’t know?

Joule “On the Mechanical Equivalent of Heat”
1.

Joule cites several studies of his own. What seems to be the conceptual thrust of these
experiments?

2.

What seems to be his procedural approach to experimentation to support the claims regarding
#1?

Others observations or insights
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